Off Course Feng Shui for Golfers

Interior
Water Dragons
By TY Tan

When there is an absence of exterior
water, interior water forms can play
an important role in activating wealth
luck. If you live in condominiums,
apartments or flats, the best solution is
to activate small tai ji corners in the unit
by having interior water forms.
Aquariums
It is good feng shui practice to have an aquarium when
the water flow direction cannot
be decided. Get an aquarium
that is proportionate to your
room and place it in the correct
sectors of the living or dining
room, but never inside the
bedroom, toilets, kitchen, at the
annual afflictions area, or at the
bad water stars such as water
star 2 and water star 5.
An aquarium attracts wealth
into your home or business
premise when it is properly
maintained. The golden feng
shui rule for aquariums is to
keep the water clean, fresh and
moving with good filtration.
Since stagnant water is bad feng
shui, have fish, such as goldfish,
to keep the water moving. If the
fish die, you must replace them.

An aquarium should have clean, fresh
and moving water.

Rolling Crystal Ball and
Other Flowing Interior
Water Forms
Keep these types of water
forms in the correct sectors of
the living or dining room, but
again, never inside the bedroom, toilets and kitchen,
at the annual afflictions area
and at the bad water stars
such as water star 2 and water
star 5. The water must not
flow out towards the door or a
window of the house. Orientate
the water flow towards the
centre of the house.

No Water on Top of
Mountain
Do not have a large body
of water built onto your upper
level of your house or golf club.
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A rolling crystal ball

Water on top of the ‘mountain’
is one of the most dangerous
configurations in feng shui.
Also, do not have bluecoloured roof tiles on your
home or golf club establishment,
as this implies water on top of
the mountain and residents
could lose their wealth, and
your business could suffer!

The three components in
water feng shui are body of
water, flow of water and the
water mouth. The body of
water is to retain wealth, and
the flow of water is to enhance
income. In my next article, I will
describe water mouth, which is
the wealth spot.

A large body of water on the upper level of a building is considered as dangerous in feng shui.
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